
Few technologies have enhanced business agility and economics as much as data center virtualization. By abstract-
ing physical servers as software running on a hypervisor, server virtualization has enabled IT to deploy new virtual 
servers and applications in minutes, speeding time to market for new business services and initiatives. Storage 
virtualization followed close behind, allowing fast provisioning of a virtual storage pool to applications at will. 

With NSX, VMware has ful�lled the last pillar of the software-de�ned data center (SDDC), providing the software 
abstraction, agility, economics and fast provisioning to networks that virtualization provided to servers and 
storage. With NSX, organizations can deploy logical network components-- including switches, routers, �rewalls, 
load balancers, and VPN’s--to connected workloads automatically in minutes, independent of the underlying 
physical network. 

The SDDC allows businesses to ramp up scale, migrate and take down services and applications at a pace never 
seen before in the physical data center. With all its cost savings, business agility and fast time to market bene�ts, 
however, VMware’s SDDC has created new security challenges that require a whole new security strategy. 
Fortunately, Hillstone Networks has the solution. Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, combin-
ing the bene�ts of the SDDC with e�ective, comprehensive SDDC security. CloudHIve features:

•  Fully automated, advanced layer 4-7 threat protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving within the 
data center and the cloud.

•  Comprehensive threat visibility across all data center tra�c, including all virtual networks and applications.  
•  E�ortless scaling through active orchestration

The SDDC Challenge
The move from a physical to a virtual SDDC introduces a host of new security challenges. 

No physical boundary With NSX, the traditional physical boundaries between network segments no longer exist. 
IT can con�gure one or more virtual networks that span not only multiple physical servers but even multiple 
dispersed data centers. 

An expanded security zone Since many virtual machines (VMs) can run on a single physical server, a security 
zone that once encompassed several physical servers may now cover hundreds or even thousands of VMs.  

Blurred responsibility Cloud users can deploy VMs, storage and networks almost instantly on-demand. In such a 
fast -moving environment, with virtual resources spinning up and down all the time, it’s often not clear whose 
responsibility it is to ensure that all those deployments happen in a secure manner. 

East-west visibility For years, security strategies, tools and solutions focused on network tra�c entering and 
exiting the supposedly trusted data center or network segment, often called north-south tra�c. Virtualization, 
distributed applications and the cloud have led to dramatic increases in east-west tra�c among virtual machines 
in the same data center and sometimes even on the same physical server. Many multitenant cloud services pack 
virtual machines from di�erent customers on the same physical server, requiring isolation of each tenant’s 
infrastructure and tra�c �ows from those of the others, except in cases where it is explicitly allowed. 

Legacy �rewalls and other security tools o�er little visibility into or control of east-west tra�c. Without a solution 
that can monitor and limit east-west tra�c in accordance with security policies, hackers that succeed in penetrat-
ing the network can move laterally across virtual hosts, networks and tenants with nothing to stop them.  

Security Agility With their manual con�guration and physical network deployment, legacy security solutions 
were not designed to keep up with the fast, dynamic pace of the software de�ned data center, where workloads 
can be orchestrated, provisioned, scaled, migrated and automated at a pace never seen in the physical world. 
SDDC’s need security strategies and solutions that can keep up with this constant change, securing and following 
workloads and their VM’s automatically as they deploy, expand, contract and migrate. 

VMware Integration VMware’s NSX platform comes with some basic security capabilities such as L2-L4 stateful 
�rewalling and virtual network segment isolation, but it’s only a start. Fortunately, NSX is extensible natively to let 
organizations automatically deploy, orchestrate and scale third-party security solutions that integrate critical 
functions and security from Layer 4 to 7. Any SDDC security strategy must employ virtual security solutions that �ll 
in the missing gaps in NSX’s security while integrating tightly with its architecture. 

VMware NSX 
VMware NSX is equivalent to a network hypervisor, allowing users to create, manage, replicate, and delete virtual 
networks--including software-based switches, routers, load balancers, and �rewalls--in minutes, regardless of the 
underlying physical network devices.

NSX also delivers �ne-grained security at the hypervisor layer via micro-segmentation. Micro-segmentation 
creates groups of data center resources and applies security policies for all communication among them, including 
east-west communication. Unlike legacy security solutions, NSX let users easily establish security boundaries 
based on virtual workloads, business logic, service layers, or server types. 

Even with micro-segmentation, however, application �ows and data must still move across micro-segments to 
communicate with other application components, applications and storage. That’s why any security strategy must 
include more advanced application-level capabilities. 

NSX’s Kernel-based Distributed Firewall (DFW) provides L2 – L4 �ltering and can route tra�c transparently to any 
third-party service VM for advanced security processing, enabling other security vendors such as Hillstone to 
provide add-on services on top of VMware NSX DFW.

Figure 1. VMware NSX architecture

Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
routing, and a Management Plane that provides a single point of NSX con�guration and exposes REST API entry 
points for third-party security solutions. 
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HIllstone CloudHive Architecture
CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.

 

Figure 2: CloudHive Architecture

 

Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 

 

Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX

CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 
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The move from a physical to a virtual SDDC introduces a host of new security challenges. 
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IT can con�gure one or more virtual networks that span not only multiple physical servers but even multiple 
dispersed data centers. 
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Blurred responsibility Cloud users can deploy VMs, storage and networks almost instantly on-demand. In such a 
fast -moving environment, with virtual resources spinning up and down all the time, it’s often not clear whose 
responsibility it is to ensure that all those deployments happen in a secure manner. 

East-west visibility For years, security strategies, tools and solutions focused on network tra�c entering and 
exiting the supposedly trusted data center or network segment, often called north-south tra�c. Virtualization, 
distributed applications and the cloud have led to dramatic increases in east-west tra�c among virtual machines 
in the same data center and sometimes even on the same physical server. Many multitenant cloud services pack 
virtual machines from di�erent customers on the same physical server, requiring isolation of each tenant’s 
infrastructure and tra�c �ows from those of the others, except in cases where it is explicitly allowed. 

Legacy �rewalls and other security tools o�er little visibility into or control of east-west tra�c. Without a solution 
that can monitor and limit east-west tra�c in accordance with security policies, hackers that succeed in penetrat-
ing the network can move laterally across virtual hosts, networks and tenants with nothing to stop them.  

Security Agility With their manual con�guration and physical network deployment, legacy security solutions 
were not designed to keep up with the fast, dynamic pace of the software de�ned data center, where workloads 
can be orchestrated, provisioned, scaled, migrated and automated at a pace never seen in the physical world. 
SDDC’s need security strategies and solutions that can keep up with this constant change, securing and following 
workloads and their VM’s automatically as they deploy, expand, contract and migrate. 

VMware Integration VMware’s NSX platform comes with some basic security capabilities such as L2-L4 stateful 
�rewalling and virtual network segment isolation, but it’s only a start. Fortunately, NSX is extensible natively to let 
organizations automatically deploy, orchestrate and scale third-party security solutions that integrate critical 
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in the missing gaps in NSX’s security while integrating tightly with its architecture. 

VMware NSX 
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underlying physical network devices.

NSX also delivers �ne-grained security at the hypervisor layer via micro-segmentation. Micro-segmentation 
creates groups of data center resources and applies security policies for all communication among them, including 
east-west communication. Unlike legacy security solutions, NSX let users easily establish security boundaries 
based on virtual workloads, business logic, service layers, or server types. 

Even with micro-segmentation, however, application �ows and data must still move across micro-segments to 
communicate with other application components, applications and storage. That’s why any security strategy must 
include more advanced application-level capabilities. 

NSX’s Kernel-based Distributed Firewall (DFW) provides L2 – L4 �ltering and can route tra�c transparently to any 
third-party service VM for advanced security processing, enabling other security vendors such as Hillstone to 
provide add-on services on top of VMware NSX DFW.

Figure 1. VMware NSX architecture

Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
routing, and a Management Plane that provides a single point of NSX con�guration and exposes REST API entry 
points for third-party security solutions. 
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CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.
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Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 

 

Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX

CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 
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Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
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points for third-party security solutions. 
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HIllstone CloudHive Architecture
CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.

 

Figure 2: CloudHive Architecture

 

Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 

 

Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX

CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 



Few technologies have enhanced business agility and economics as much as data center virtualization. By abstract-
ing physical servers as software running on a hypervisor, server virtualization has enabled IT to deploy new virtual 
servers and applications in minutes, speeding time to market for new business services and initiatives. Storage 
virtualization followed close behind, allowing fast provisioning of a virtual storage pool to applications at will. 

With NSX, VMware has ful�lled the last pillar of the software-de�ned data center (SDDC), providing the software 
abstraction, agility, economics and fast provisioning to networks that virtualization provided to servers and 
storage. With NSX, organizations can deploy logical network components-- including switches, routers, �rewalls, 
load balancers, and VPN’s--to connected workloads automatically in minutes, independent of the underlying 
physical network. 

The SDDC allows businesses to ramp up scale, migrate and take down services and applications at a pace never 
seen before in the physical data center. With all its cost savings, business agility and fast time to market bene�ts, 
however, VMware’s SDDC has created new security challenges that require a whole new security strategy. 
Fortunately, Hillstone Networks has the solution. Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, combin-
ing the bene�ts of the SDDC with e�ective, comprehensive SDDC security. CloudHIve features:

•  Fully automated, advanced layer 4-7 threat protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving within the 
data center and the cloud.

•  Comprehensive threat visibility across all data center tra�c, including all virtual networks and applications.  
•  E�ortless scaling through active orchestration

The SDDC Challenge
The move from a physical to a virtual SDDC introduces a host of new security challenges. 

No physical boundary With NSX, the traditional physical boundaries between network segments no longer exist. 
IT can con�gure one or more virtual networks that span not only multiple physical servers but even multiple 
dispersed data centers. 

An expanded security zone Since many virtual machines (VMs) can run on a single physical server, a security 
zone that once encompassed several physical servers may now cover hundreds or even thousands of VMs.  

Blurred responsibility Cloud users can deploy VMs, storage and networks almost instantly on-demand. In such a 
fast -moving environment, with virtual resources spinning up and down all the time, it’s often not clear whose 
responsibility it is to ensure that all those deployments happen in a secure manner. 

East-west visibility For years, security strategies, tools and solutions focused on network tra�c entering and 
exiting the supposedly trusted data center or network segment, often called north-south tra�c. Virtualization, 
distributed applications and the cloud have led to dramatic increases in east-west tra�c among virtual machines 
in the same data center and sometimes even on the same physical server. Many multitenant cloud services pack 
virtual machines from di�erent customers on the same physical server, requiring isolation of each tenant’s 
infrastructure and tra�c �ows from those of the others, except in cases where it is explicitly allowed. 

Legacy �rewalls and other security tools o�er little visibility into or control of east-west tra�c. Without a solution 
that can monitor and limit east-west tra�c in accordance with security policies, hackers that succeed in penetrat-
ing the network can move laterally across virtual hosts, networks and tenants with nothing to stop them.  

Security Agility With their manual con�guration and physical network deployment, legacy security solutions 
were not designed to keep up with the fast, dynamic pace of the software de�ned data center, where workloads 
can be orchestrated, provisioned, scaled, migrated and automated at a pace never seen in the physical world. 
SDDC’s need security strategies and solutions that can keep up with this constant change, securing and following 
workloads and their VM’s automatically as they deploy, expand, contract and migrate. 

VMware Integration VMware’s NSX platform comes with some basic security capabilities such as L2-L4 stateful 
�rewalling and virtual network segment isolation, but it’s only a start. Fortunately, NSX is extensible natively to let 
organizations automatically deploy, orchestrate and scale third-party security solutions that integrate critical 
functions and security from Layer 4 to 7. Any SDDC security strategy must employ virtual security solutions that �ll 
in the missing gaps in NSX’s security while integrating tightly with its architecture. 

VMware NSX 
VMware NSX is equivalent to a network hypervisor, allowing users to create, manage, replicate, and delete virtual 
networks--including software-based switches, routers, load balancers, and �rewalls--in minutes, regardless of the 
underlying physical network devices.

NSX also delivers �ne-grained security at the hypervisor layer via micro-segmentation. Micro-segmentation 
creates groups of data center resources and applies security policies for all communication among them, including 
east-west communication. Unlike legacy security solutions, NSX let users easily establish security boundaries 
based on virtual workloads, business logic, service layers, or server types. 

Even with micro-segmentation, however, application �ows and data must still move across micro-segments to 
communicate with other application components, applications and storage. That’s why any security strategy must 
include more advanced application-level capabilities. 

NSX’s Kernel-based Distributed Firewall (DFW) provides L2 – L4 �ltering and can route tra�c transparently to any 
third-party service VM for advanced security processing, enabling other security vendors such as Hillstone to 
provide add-on services on top of VMware NSX DFW.

Figure 1. VMware NSX architecture

Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
routing, and a Management Plane that provides a single point of NSX con�guration and exposes REST API entry 
points for third-party security solutions. 

HIllstone CloudHive Architecture
CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.

 

Figure 2: CloudHive Architecture

 

Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 
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Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX

CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 



Few technologies have enhanced business agility and economics as much as data center virtualization. By abstract-
ing physical servers as software running on a hypervisor, server virtualization has enabled IT to deploy new virtual 
servers and applications in minutes, speeding time to market for new business services and initiatives. Storage 
virtualization followed close behind, allowing fast provisioning of a virtual storage pool to applications at will. 

With NSX, VMware has ful�lled the last pillar of the software-de�ned data center (SDDC), providing the software 
abstraction, agility, economics and fast provisioning to networks that virtualization provided to servers and 
storage. With NSX, organizations can deploy logical network components-- including switches, routers, �rewalls, 
load balancers, and VPN’s--to connected workloads automatically in minutes, independent of the underlying 
physical network. 

The SDDC allows businesses to ramp up scale, migrate and take down services and applications at a pace never 
seen before in the physical data center. With all its cost savings, business agility and fast time to market bene�ts, 
however, VMware’s SDDC has created new security challenges that require a whole new security strategy. 
Fortunately, Hillstone Networks has the solution. Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, combin-
ing the bene�ts of the SDDC with e�ective, comprehensive SDDC security. CloudHIve features:

•  Fully automated, advanced layer 4-7 threat protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving within the 
data center and the cloud.

•  Comprehensive threat visibility across all data center tra�c, including all virtual networks and applications.  
•  E�ortless scaling through active orchestration

The SDDC Challenge
The move from a physical to a virtual SDDC introduces a host of new security challenges. 

No physical boundary With NSX, the traditional physical boundaries between network segments no longer exist. 
IT can con�gure one or more virtual networks that span not only multiple physical servers but even multiple 
dispersed data centers. 

An expanded security zone Since many virtual machines (VMs) can run on a single physical server, a security 
zone that once encompassed several physical servers may now cover hundreds or even thousands of VMs.  

Blurred responsibility Cloud users can deploy VMs, storage and networks almost instantly on-demand. In such a 
fast -moving environment, with virtual resources spinning up and down all the time, it’s often not clear whose 
responsibility it is to ensure that all those deployments happen in a secure manner. 

East-west visibility For years, security strategies, tools and solutions focused on network tra�c entering and 
exiting the supposedly trusted data center or network segment, often called north-south tra�c. Virtualization, 
distributed applications and the cloud have led to dramatic increases in east-west tra�c among virtual machines 
in the same data center and sometimes even on the same physical server. Many multitenant cloud services pack 
virtual machines from di�erent customers on the same physical server, requiring isolation of each tenant’s 
infrastructure and tra�c �ows from those of the others, except in cases where it is explicitly allowed. 

Legacy �rewalls and other security tools o�er little visibility into or control of east-west tra�c. Without a solution 
that can monitor and limit east-west tra�c in accordance with security policies, hackers that succeed in penetrat-
ing the network can move laterally across virtual hosts, networks and tenants with nothing to stop them.  

Security Agility With their manual con�guration and physical network deployment, legacy security solutions 
were not designed to keep up with the fast, dynamic pace of the software de�ned data center, where workloads 
can be orchestrated, provisioned, scaled, migrated and automated at a pace never seen in the physical world. 
SDDC’s need security strategies and solutions that can keep up with this constant change, securing and following 
workloads and their VM’s automatically as they deploy, expand, contract and migrate. 

VMware Integration VMware’s NSX platform comes with some basic security capabilities such as L2-L4 stateful 
�rewalling and virtual network segment isolation, but it’s only a start. Fortunately, NSX is extensible natively to let 
organizations automatically deploy, orchestrate and scale third-party security solutions that integrate critical 
functions and security from Layer 4 to 7. Any SDDC security strategy must employ virtual security solutions that �ll 
in the missing gaps in NSX’s security while integrating tightly with its architecture. 

VMware NSX 
VMware NSX is equivalent to a network hypervisor, allowing users to create, manage, replicate, and delete virtual 
networks--including software-based switches, routers, load balancers, and �rewalls--in minutes, regardless of the 
underlying physical network devices.

NSX also delivers �ne-grained security at the hypervisor layer via micro-segmentation. Micro-segmentation 
creates groups of data center resources and applies security policies for all communication among them, including 
east-west communication. Unlike legacy security solutions, NSX let users easily establish security boundaries 
based on virtual workloads, business logic, service layers, or server types. 

Even with micro-segmentation, however, application �ows and data must still move across micro-segments to 
communicate with other application components, applications and storage. That’s why any security strategy must 
include more advanced application-level capabilities. 

NSX’s Kernel-based Distributed Firewall (DFW) provides L2 – L4 �ltering and can route tra�c transparently to any 
third-party service VM for advanced security processing, enabling other security vendors such as Hillstone to 
provide add-on services on top of VMware NSX DFW.

Figure 1. VMware NSX architecture

Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
routing, and a Management Plane that provides a single point of NSX con�guration and exposes REST API entry 
points for third-party security solutions. 

HIllstone CloudHive Architecture
CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.

 

Figure 2: CloudHive Architecture

 

Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 

 

Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX
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CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 



Few technologies have enhanced business agility and economics as much as data center virtualization. By abstract-
ing physical servers as software running on a hypervisor, server virtualization has enabled IT to deploy new virtual 
servers and applications in minutes, speeding time to market for new business services and initiatives. Storage 
virtualization followed close behind, allowing fast provisioning of a virtual storage pool to applications at will. 

With NSX, VMware has ful�lled the last pillar of the software-de�ned data center (SDDC), providing the software 
abstraction, agility, economics and fast provisioning to networks that virtualization provided to servers and 
storage. With NSX, organizations can deploy logical network components-- including switches, routers, �rewalls, 
load balancers, and VPN’s--to connected workloads automatically in minutes, independent of the underlying 
physical network. 

The SDDC allows businesses to ramp up scale, migrate and take down services and applications at a pace never 
seen before in the physical data center. With all its cost savings, business agility and fast time to market bene�ts, 
however, VMware’s SDDC has created new security challenges that require a whole new security strategy. 
Fortunately, Hillstone Networks has the solution. Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, combin-
ing the bene�ts of the SDDC with e�ective, comprehensive SDDC security. CloudHIve features:

•  Fully automated, advanced layer 4-7 threat protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving within the 
data center and the cloud.

•  Comprehensive threat visibility across all data center tra�c, including all virtual networks and applications.  
•  E�ortless scaling through active orchestration

The SDDC Challenge
The move from a physical to a virtual SDDC introduces a host of new security challenges. 

No physical boundary With NSX, the traditional physical boundaries between network segments no longer exist. 
IT can con�gure one or more virtual networks that span not only multiple physical servers but even multiple 
dispersed data centers. 

An expanded security zone Since many virtual machines (VMs) can run on a single physical server, a security 
zone that once encompassed several physical servers may now cover hundreds or even thousands of VMs.  

Blurred responsibility Cloud users can deploy VMs, storage and networks almost instantly on-demand. In such a 
fast -moving environment, with virtual resources spinning up and down all the time, it’s often not clear whose 
responsibility it is to ensure that all those deployments happen in a secure manner. 

East-west visibility For years, security strategies, tools and solutions focused on network tra�c entering and 
exiting the supposedly trusted data center or network segment, often called north-south tra�c. Virtualization, 
distributed applications and the cloud have led to dramatic increases in east-west tra�c among virtual machines 
in the same data center and sometimes even on the same physical server. Many multitenant cloud services pack 
virtual machines from di�erent customers on the same physical server, requiring isolation of each tenant’s 
infrastructure and tra�c �ows from those of the others, except in cases where it is explicitly allowed. 

Legacy �rewalls and other security tools o�er little visibility into or control of east-west tra�c. Without a solution 
that can monitor and limit east-west tra�c in accordance with security policies, hackers that succeed in penetrat-
ing the network can move laterally across virtual hosts, networks and tenants with nothing to stop them.  

Security Agility With their manual con�guration and physical network deployment, legacy security solutions 
were not designed to keep up with the fast, dynamic pace of the software de�ned data center, where workloads 
can be orchestrated, provisioned, scaled, migrated and automated at a pace never seen in the physical world. 
SDDC’s need security strategies and solutions that can keep up with this constant change, securing and following 
workloads and their VM’s automatically as they deploy, expand, contract and migrate. 

VMware Integration VMware’s NSX platform comes with some basic security capabilities such as L2-L4 stateful 
�rewalling and virtual network segment isolation, but it’s only a start. Fortunately, NSX is extensible natively to let 
organizations automatically deploy, orchestrate and scale third-party security solutions that integrate critical 
functions and security from Layer 4 to 7. Any SDDC security strategy must employ virtual security solutions that �ll 
in the missing gaps in NSX’s security while integrating tightly with its architecture. 

VMware NSX 
VMware NSX is equivalent to a network hypervisor, allowing users to create, manage, replicate, and delete virtual 
networks--including software-based switches, routers, load balancers, and �rewalls--in minutes, regardless of the 
underlying physical network devices.

NSX also delivers �ne-grained security at the hypervisor layer via micro-segmentation. Micro-segmentation 
creates groups of data center resources and applies security policies for all communication among them, including 
east-west communication. Unlike legacy security solutions, NSX let users easily establish security boundaries 
based on virtual workloads, business logic, service layers, or server types. 

Even with micro-segmentation, however, application �ows and data must still move across micro-segments to 
communicate with other application components, applications and storage. That’s why any security strategy must 
include more advanced application-level capabilities. 

NSX’s Kernel-based Distributed Firewall (DFW) provides L2 – L4 �ltering and can route tra�c transparently to any 
third-party service VM for advanced security processing, enabling other security vendors such as Hillstone to 
provide add-on services on top of VMware NSX DFW.

Figure 1. VMware NSX architecture

Figure 1 shows the logical layers of VMware’s NSX solution: a Data Plane that includes the NSX vSwitch and services 
such as the distributed �rewall (DFW), a Control Plane with an NSX Controller that manages logical switching and 
routing, and a Management Plane that provides a single point of NSX con�guration and exposes REST API entry 
points for third-party security solutions. 

HIllstone CloudHive Architecture
CloudHive is a scalable software solution managed by a single management user interface. Like NSX, its architec-
ture consists of a Data Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane implemented through three types of virtual 
machines (VM). 

•  Virtual Security Orchestration Modules (vSOM) represent the management plane, integrating and connect-
ing with Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) such as VMware vCenter and managing the CloudHive service 
lifecycle.

•  Virtual Security Control Modules (vSCM) represent the control plane, taking charge of policy con�guration 
and distribution, monitoring service VM status, and managing the lifecycle of the vSSM’s.

•  Virtual Security Service Modules (vSSM) represent the security plane. Deployed on each physical server they 
deliver L2-L7 security services and policies to all host VM’s.

Figure 2 shows CloudHives logical architecture and Figure 3 shows a typical Hillstone deployment, which consists 
of one vSOM, two vSCMs in a high availability con�guration and multiple vSSMs deployed on physical servers. 
Multiple internal networks are used for communication among the VMs.

 

Figure 2: CloudHive Architecture

 

Figure 3: CloudHive Deployement

Hillstone’s CloudHive management plane can scale up security services seamlessly based on VM workload require-
ments and applies the correct precon�gured security policies on all new VM’s as they spin up. It’s also vMotion 
aware, ensuring security services persist even as VM’s migrate and existing VM �ows are not interrupted. 

How CloudHive Works with NSX
NSX provides L2-L4 stateful �rewall protection and a mechanism to redirect tra�c from a VM NIC to service VMs for 
advanced services. When integrated into this architecture, Hillstone CloudHive layers its advanced L4-7 security 
services on top of NSX’s to deliver a complete SDDC security solution.

Hillstone CloudHive integrates tightly with VMware NSX, adding advanced L4-7 security and protection deeply 
and seamlessly into the VMware virtual SDDC environment, including: 

Live North-South and East-West Tra�c Visibility CloudHive creates a live visual map of all data center and 
multi-cloud resources, including virtual networks, VM’s, and the connections among them, plus information on 
network topology; tra�c protocol, volume and bandwidth; applications; and detected threats and attacks. It 
auto-discovers new virtual networks, machines and other assets as they spin up and inspects their tra�c to isolate 
and eliminate malware, potential data breaches and other security issues before they can spread across VM’s, 
tenants and other virtual networks. 

 

Figure 4: Tra�c and Threat Visibility in CloudHive

Next Generation Firewall Hillstone’s next generation �rewall includes Layer 7 VM and port-based access control 
across the entire cloud and virtual environment. 

Intrusion Prevention. Hillstone’s IPS includes protocol anomaly, rate based, custom attack signature, and DOS 
attack detection and prevention, �ltering threats based on severity, target, OS, application or protocol. 

Anti-Virus CloudHive provides signature- and �ow-based antivirus capabilities, including compressed �le 
scanning. 

Attack Defense, including port scans and anti DOS/DOS SYN Flood, DNS Query Flood, abnormal protocol and 
ARP attacks. 

Application Control CloudHive can detect and �lter more than 3,000 applications by name, category, subcatego-
ry, technology and risk. For each application it provides a description, risk factors, dependencies, typical ports used 
and URL’s for more reference material. Based on this information, CloudHIve users can apply application blocking, 
session resetting, and tra�c shaping by application when necessary. 

 

Figure 5: CloudHive’s Deployment with NSX 

Figure 4 shows CloudHive’s Deployment. Here are the steps that enable CloudHive and NSX to work together to 
provide comprehensive visibility and security in the SDDC. 

1. CloudHive’s vSOM (management plane) and vSCMs (control plane) combine as a Service Manager, register-
ing CloudHive’s vSSM (Data Plane) as a Service VM with VMware vCenter’s NSX Manager. 

2. Using VMware NSX Manager, cloud administrators divide customer VM’s into NSX security groups and con�g-
ure rules on the NSX Distributed Firewall (DFW) for forwarding tra�c to a CloudHive vSSM for advanced 
security services.  

3. Administrators con�gure advanced security policies in CloudHive based on the NSX DFW group addresses so 
NSX can pass the Security Group de�nitions to a CloudHive vSOM to create a matching CloudHIve �rewall 
group address. 

4. When a VMware ESXi host needs an advanced security service, NSX Manager automatically brings up a 
CloudHive vSSM on the host. When VMware VM tra�c matches a DFW redirecting rule, the ESXi hypervisor 
forwards tra�c to the vSSM, which applies the appropriate pre-con�gured security policies and services to 
the tra�c. CloudHIve then redirects the tra�c with policies applied back to the user VM or logical switch.  

 

Figure 6: How CloudHive Works with NSX

CloudHive Bene�ts
CloudHive’s tight integration with NSX provides a raft of security bene�ts that �ll in NSX’s security gaps in the 
SDDC.

•  Fully Automated, Advanced Layer 4-7 Threat Protection for all tra�c entering, exiting and moving wihin the 
data center and cloud.  

•  Comprehensive Threat Visibility across all data center tra�c, including virtual networks and applications. 
Cloud administrators can easily zoom in or out on parts of the map display for more information, open or 
close a subnet group, and check on tra�c or threat details simply by clicking on the components of the 
topology graph. 

•  E�ortless Scaling Through Active Orchestration CloudHive can register, orchestrate and deploy vSSM’s 
dynamically as VMware NSX Manager brings up new VM’s, scaling out or in automatically based on user VM 
demand. Total performance of CloudHive is linear with the number of vSSM started so it doesn’t degrade or 
have a negative impact on application performance as new vSSM’s are deployed.

•  Automated migration with VM’s, thanks to CloudHive’s vMotion awareness and integration. When vMotion 
begins, CloudHive forwards session data to the target vSSM automatically. As VM tra�c resumes on the 
target host, vSSM has the session information to process the tra�c without interruption. 

Conclusion
VMware’s NSX provides the last pillar of the software de�ned data center, allowing organizations to ramp up, scale 
and take down services with an ease and pace never seen in the past. The agility, �exibility, and power the SDDC 
provides is essential for businesses looking to enhance their competitive position in a changing, fast moving 
market. With all of its advantages however, the SDDC introduces new security challenges that can only be met with 
a comprehensive, virtual-enabled security strategy and the next-generation security tools to implement it. 

Hillstone’s CloudHIve integrates tightly with VMware’s NSX and SDDC to provide the visibility, automation, scalabil-
ity and comprehensive L1-7 security at the virtual level needed to identify and remediate today’s advanced SDDC 
breaches and attacks. Thanks to CloudHive and VMware SDDC, organizations can reap all the business advantages 
of the software de�ned data center without exposing themselves to additional business risk. Visit www.hillstonen-
et.com to see how CloudHive can help you leverage a VMware SDDC without risk. 
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